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Today I watched The Edge of Seventeen (2016) 

 

Everyone knows that growing up is hard, and life is no easier for high school junior Nadine 

(Hailee Steinfeld), who is already at peak awkwardness when her all-star older brother Darian 

(Blake Jenner) starts dating her best friend Krista (Haley Lu Richardson). All at once, Nadine 

feels more alone than ever, until an unexpected friendship with a thoughtful teen (Hayden 

Szeto) gives her a glimmer of hope that things just might not be so terrible after all. 

▶️▶️▶️ 

My outtakes (few idioms were crossed out due to their offensiveness) 

⬇️⬇️⬇️ 

Radiate confidence 

Excel at life 

My mother and I weren’t exactly peas in the pod 

Out of the clear blue 

Babysit someone 

Don’t turn past Billy Joel 

I’ll give you a hint 

Juvy made him so hot 

It’s OCD = Obsessive Compulsive Disorder 

He had a conniption 

Just a heads-up! 

Hook up with someone 

[this dress] is kind of puffy 

I call dibs on the house 

Do a gainer 
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You’re retarded 

Chew gum 

Go grow yourself a wispy mustache 

My dad passed away 

I have a one-year expiration date on freebies for the dead and dying 

[my weekend was below average] 

This is shitty for me 

I’m gonna tag along 

Please rise above yourself 

Maybe you just skipped over [my friend request] 

Sometimes there’s a glitch Facebook doesn’t send an email 

Let me know about you. Take me to a tour of your psyche 

Stoic presence 

I’m sorry if I flipped out on you 

Drop someone’s ass for something 

Work it out between yourselves 

I’m taking a therapeutic walk 

Is it worth turning the house into a war zone? 

I can’t drive you every morning. It puts me on the freeway late and adds 40 minutes  

You’re a barrel of monkeys 

People of my generation are just mouth-breathers. They literally have a leisure if you take their 

phone away for a second 

Bottom line 

Give a little zhuzh 

I just took some medicine. I’ll call you after it kicks in. 

Just doodling! 

You need someone to rob you to reenact Home Alone. 



Could you just loop around up here? 

Can I have this hole-punched? 

It gives me a cluster headache 

You need to watch out for run-on sentences 

I’m done putting up with it 

Can I squeeze in? 

fifth period 


